
 

PFL Pattern Competition Report held 8th October. 

         We have been very lucky this year with competition as this was the first one 
rescheduled from September. Who would have guessed that? 5 days prior and 5 days 
after the day of the comp the weather was either windy or wet non flyable. But what a 
difference Saturday the 8th sunshine most of the day very little breeze an excellent 
flying day with some great results. I arrived at the field around 7.30am to find Scott 
Kay already in the air testing his model which had a motor change. I also put the Sebart 
Miss Wind no 1 model together for a test as I hadn’t flown for some time. Well what a 
start to the day after doing a range check as I always do, I was airborne climbed out 
with a turn to the left gaining some height for a trim pass. Like a flash of lighting I lost 
radio contact into failsafe a spiral dive and several spins heading to mother earth. 10 
feet of the deck I regained radio and was able to bring the model back to the strip and 
land, put it the car and bring out the spare model no 2 Miss Wind. One would think this 
was the end of my problems for the day; no it was not they started again with the 
second model having a different battery connection and I had left the adaptor at home, 
well done Andrew. Thanks Scott I will make sure all battery connections are the same 
in the future, despite all of this I had an excellent day and I hope everyone enjoyed 
themselves.  
 Eleven pilots competed which an excellent number was considering the past 
weather but we have managed to get it together on the day. Peter Allen from RFAM 
achieved a promotional point in Sportsman, well done Peter some very good flying. 
Congratulations to Ben Goode who has gained his final promotional point which means 
he now competes in Expert class. Well done Ben the new model has improved your 
flying, you have only been in Advanced for a very short time to achieve that result is 
excellent. We wish you the entire best Ben going over to the APA Champs in Albury on 
29th October flying Expert I hope you have been getting some practice. 
 The two Steve’s have been both flying very well in Expert and now there is a 
new comer in Ben to keep them on there toes. I great to hear that Steve Reece is 
continuing to fly in Pattern which means we still have a very strong comp leading into 
next year. Thanks as always to everyone that attended and helped to enable the comp a 
success as always Darrel for the top lunch and Tina on the scores.  
 The last competition for this year is at RFAM at Mangalore the new date is 
Saturday November 19th at 9.00am start. I will try to get the weather sorted and I hope 
many of us from the north came make the trip to support the comp and the RFAM who 
members make the trip north for most comps. The flying field at Tony Gray’s property 
is very good to fly off very open it is well worth the trip even as a spectator. 
 
Saturday 19th November.  At Roaring Forty’s Aero Modellers Mangalore 



 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 


